
 

 

Life Casting & Covid19 with Angelcasts 

 

What to expect at the studio: 

- We will be asking clients to wear face masks where appropriate excluding 

younger ages and those with medical needs. 

- We will also be minimising the amount of people in the studio due to the size 

of the space & to be able to maintain social distancing. 

- We will also ask you to confirm your design prior to your visit to the studio to 

minimise time in the studio to reduce any potential exposure for either party. 

- You will be asked to sanitise your hands upon entering in which you may pick 

up and view samples to feel the weight of the different materials. 

- We can size you for rings, however we cannot allow people to try on any 

jewellery displayed in the studio currently. 

 

What the studio will do to reduce any risk of transmission: 

- We will be deep cleaning the studio before & after appointments and will 

only hold 2 appointments a week. 

- Entry points will be left open and neighbouring windows to ensure adequate 

ventilation to the studio. 

- Angelcasts will limit the amount of castings taken place, appointments and  

reduce the types of castings offered that increase exposure time. 

 

Castings Offered: 

- Feet & Hand castings for any ages 

- Any Back, Full Back Bottom or Lower Leg castings (That aren’t face to face) 

- Pet Castings 

- If in Lower Tier Options: single breast, belly or breast castings of a small size 

 

We will review all services offered and procedures in the studio to ensure the safest 

environment for all who come to the studio & in line with Government Guidelines for 

Businesses and Tier Restriction rules. We are also looking into installing some new 

ventilation to better resume our services for Body Castings. However this might not 

be complete till the end of Dec. 

 

If you have any questions feel free to contact Ami at 07402882542 or email at 

info@angelcasts.co.uk 
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